Prevue Hiring System
The Full Prevue Suite

Your Solution for Successful Hiring Campaigns

All-In-One Solution

Automating your recruitment efforts creates more time for you and your recruiting team to make the most crucial decision – who
to hire. Most HR software stops after finding candidates (and possibly screening them). Not only does a Prevue HR Hiring System
help you find and screen your candidates, it goes further by integrating psychometric job-fit tests to assist in the interviewing and
decision making process.

Job Description Builder

40% of new employees don’t make it through their first year due to unmet job expectations. Start your hiring campaigns off right
by creating a verified job description, complete with screening and interview questions and a Prevue Benchmark - in just minutes.
Choose from 11,000+ verified and reviewed job titles.

Prevue APS Pro

Our Applicant Tracking System, Prevue APS Pro, is developed for small and medium-sized businesses but is used by companies
of all sizes due to its robust features and affordable prices. Quickly publish your job postings to hundreds of free, and paid, job
boards with one click of the mouse. Candidates apply for your positions and are screened and sorted instantly. Everything a hiring
manager needs to see can be viewed from a single dashboard.

Prevue Screen

Designed and developed as a complement to application processes, the Prevue Screen personality assessment allows companies
to harness the power of psychometrics right at the point of application. Prevue Screen provides hiring managers with a screening
indicator of Doubtful (red), Possible (yellow), or Good (green) which clearly show whether a candidate should be moved to the next
step in the hiring process.

Prevue Assessments

Stop spending hours worrying about whether a candidate is right for the role. Prevue Assessments gives you concrete facts to
assist in your hiring decisions. Every aspect of hiring is subjective: résumés, references, and interviews. Give yourself something
tangible to help make your choice. With Prevue Assessments, your company will be able to make hiring decisions quickly, helping
you recruit top talent. Companies who use our pre-employment tests can experience a 50% decrease in turnover.
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